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ABSTRACT
Besides technological challenges, there is a growing interest
on how pervasive computing can deeply affect the way in
which people interact and accomplish collaborative tasks.
Context awareness plays a crucial role for communities, wh-
ere the degree of participation of a single user dynamically
changes in relation to the distance from the place where
practices occur and in relation with the ability of gather-
ing the right information at the right time, and in a proper
way. In this paper, we adopt an interpretation of pervasive
computing as an environment, populated by interconnected
smart devices, where users can interact with each other, in-
dividually or in groups, to accomplish collaborative tasks.
In other words, we aim at modeling, designing and real-
izing Collaborative Ubiquitous Environments (CUEs). We
present an agent based model, balancing the management
of such a complex scenario between agents and a structured
multifaceted environment.

1. INTRODUCTION
Since Weiser’s seminal work [23], the challenges to perva-

sive computing have changed thanks to the rapid advances
in electronics, distributed systems engineering, and mobile
computing in general [20]. In particular, several middleware
technologies have been proposed as the glue to keep devices
connected in a seamless way, and to allow people to take ad-
vantage from cooperating devices. In spite of a multiplication
of technological approaches [14] — to optimize network per-
formance, reliability, and so on — less attention has been
paid on how pervasive computing platforms can adapt to
the way in which people act, so to reach an optimization in
terms of targeted practices and behaviors.

In this work, we adopt an interpretation of a pervasive
computing scenario as an environment, populated by in-
terconnected active devices, where users can interact with
each other, individually or in groups, to accomplish col-
laborative tasks [4]. In other words, we aim at modeling,
designing and realizing Collaborative Ubiquitous Environ-
ments (CUEs) [11].

Among the many challenges that these scenarios pose to
several research communities in the Computer Science and
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Engineering areas [25], we focus on the fact that the rele-
vant entities in an pervasive computing system must be able
to opportunistically take advantage of mutual interaction to
obtain information or to exploit specific services, in order to
ultimately satisfy users’ needs. These entities should thus
be considered as highly autonomous components driven by
specific individual motivations, and capable of establishing
high-level interactions with each other. These considerations
have lead to consider the agent-based and multi-agent sys-
tems (MAS) paradigm as a suitable and effective approach
to the modeling, design and engineering of CUEs.

In particular, the approach described in this paper is fo-
cused on the definition of proper structures and mechanisms
for environments [24] that can provide agents with informa-
tion, through their perceptions, and with means of action
and interaction. An environment of this kind can be used
to structure and organize a system in order to achieve the
desired overall resulting behaviour by means of simple agent
specifications and architectures.

In our perspective, a proper CUE can be enacted only if
the constitutive entities are:

• cooperative: i.e., able to operate in strict collabora-
tion by coordinating their actions according to specific
patterns of interaction. These patterns define must
policies, supplying coordination patterns to decide who
has to be involved in a task and with which role. Mem-
bers have to respect them under any condition;

• context-aware: i.e., able to perceive and share infor-
mation about the context so to adapt themselves and
to collaborate in a loosely coupled manner – without
requiring direct contact or communication. This side
of interaction defines opportunities rather than strict
rules, may policies, supplying information to the in-
volved entities in a less prescriptive way, as their exe-
cution is decided by evaluating awareness information
and members’ state.

These two aspects of a CUE must be properly integrated
in order to allow the composing parts of the system in choos-
ing and enacting the most suitable actions to be carried out
in order to exploit their contextual situation to fulfill users’
needs. To support cooperation among entities we provide
them both with an environment to coordinate their behav-
iors and with a separate environment to share and perceive
awareness information. In this work, we consider the agents’
environment not only as a necessary element of the MAS
model, but also as an exploitable abstraction supporting the



Figure 1: Elements of the reference model.

definition of suitable solutions to face the requirements of
CUEs.

The main aim of this paper is to illustrate how a MAS
model provide support for the design of CUE; the reference
model (CASMAS, Community-Aware Multi-Agents Situated
Systems [3]) is presented in the following Section. It must be
stressed the fact that the model is aimed at the realization of
systems that are focused on a given community, encapsulat-
ing thus its coordination patterns and the context-awareness
policies. These systems are thus aimed at supporting a rel-
atively small number of users (e.g. the persons working and
studying in a Department of a University, the different work-
ers of a firm) and technological appliances supporting their
activities. The details of the language defined to specify the
behaviours of agents in CASMAS is introduced in Section 3.
Section 4 presents related work, and concluding remarks end
the paper.

2. THE CASMAS MODEL
Ubiquitous-computing systems can shape up as constel-

lations of dynamically defined and interacting communities
of human and technological entities. In the model we are
presenting, each entity is represented by two sets of agents
belonging to two separate classes — grouped in two logi-
cal modules, — defined according to roles: agents can either
enact cooperation mechanisms (within the communities to
which entities belong), or supply the entities with informa-
tion related to context awareness [1].

2.1 Cooperation module
Even if CASMAS (Community-Aware Multi-Agents Situ-

ated Systems) is designed to provide support to communities
of persons, the communities of agents that compose an in-
stance of CASMAS do not try to mimic human behaviors
and social organizations. Agents are organized in commu-
nities with the purpose of autonomously coordinating their
activities and acting to satisfy users’ needs. In other words,
even if a device is personal and somehow used to qualify a
person, its behavior does not directly reflect the behavior of
any person: devices interact with each other by means of
agents gathering in autonomous communities and enacting
(agent-processable community) policies that describe users’
needs.

Communities of entities are established in the coopera-
tion module by aggregation points called community fulcra.
Community fulcra are designed to contain characteristic in-
formation: entities gather around them to exploit such in-
formation and contribute to the definition of a community.
Entities connect to community fulcra by means of coopera-
tion agents (C-agents) (Fig. 1).

Entities own a distinct C-agent for each of the communi-
ties in which they participate: when created, all C-agents
are provided with generic inferential capabilities and with a
set of entity-specific statements and rules. By connecting to
a community fulcrum, C-agents standing for different enti-
ties can share information and acquire community-specific
behaviors that are either defined at design time or injected
in the fulcrum by other entities.

A statement is the unit of information on which an agent
reasons and it is characterized by an owner, a list of re-
ceivers, and an access control to allow modification only by
the owner.

Information (asserted as statements by agents) are shared,
and behaviors (rules, also in the form of statements, that ex-
press how to infer from other statements) can be asserted
in the fulcra and acquired by other agents (Sect. 3). Intel-
ligent behaviors are thus deployed as a result of distributed
inferential capabilities of the interconnected computational
sites. The blackboard approach makes the environment very
flexible with respect to dynamic situations — e.g., entities
joining and leaving communities — since variations of inter-
action patterns among entities can be dynamically managed
through mechanisms allowing for the (de)activation of be-
haviors.

In addition, each entity owns a personal fulcrum for its
inner coordination (each C-agent is also connected to this
fulcrum) and, in case of human entities, for the coordination
of the various technological entities that refer to the same
person.

The behaviors of C-agents are influenced by the degree
of participation of entities in communities, according to ad-
ditional context information that is supplied by the aware-
ness module. In other words, when a specific application
domain is modeled, it is necessary to define which factors
concur in the characterization of an entity with respect to a
community and the context. The degree of participation is
then evaluated by weighting such information according to
a domain-specific function.

2.2 Awareness module
The context awareness facet of an ubiquitous computing

environment can encompass several different aspects, such
as the physical position of an entity as well as its logical
(sometimes social) role, such as the responsibility in an or-
ganization or a project.

Aim of the awareness module is to manage this kind of
information, and entities are therein represented by specific
awareness agents (A-agents).

The (spatial, social, organizational) environments in which
entities are situated are modeled as awareness graphs, also
called topological spaces, and A-agents are connected to their
nodes, also called sites, accordingly.

Each community can refer to one or more graphs (one
for each aspect), therefore, each entity needs an A-agent for
each of them. Similarly, the same graph could support more
than one community. However, different communities may



have different perceptions of the same aspect (e.g., different
notions of distance in a spatial arrangement) thus requiring
a more precise definition of interaction on awareness graphs.

The awareness module has been designed according to
the perception-reaction paradigm [21]: the behaviors of A-
agents are driven by the perception of signals, called fields,
emitted by other agents and propagated across the aware-
ness graph (e.g., to notify presence in a specific site). The
propagation of fields is mediated in intensity according to
a graph-specific and community-specific distance function
evaluated in and between sites. When a field reaches a site
its intensity is computed according to the weight of the arc
connecting the current site to the one from which the field
is coming, and then the field (if sufficiently intense) can be
propagated to adjacent sites. If the field reaches a site where
an A-agent is connected, and if it is relevant to the A-agent,
the agent evaluates its local intensity according to a char-
acteristic (sensitivity) function: possibly, the A-agent can
then emit new fields as the result of inner computation, and
reach other A-agents.

For example, the closeness of some entities can be con-
sidered a fundamental awareness information: A-agents can
have a sensitivity function based on “intensity of the per-
ceived presence field greater than x” where a high threshold
can be set to perceive entities in the close neighborhood
while a lower threshold can be set to perceive also entities
further apart.

2.3 Integrating the two aspects
Additionally, A-agents can provide information for the co-

operation module, to possibly trigger some reaction in the
C-agents. To this aim, special agents bridging information
between the two modules are defined: manager agents (M-
agents) are specialized C-agents that can translate informa-
tion expressed in terms of fields (exported by the A-agents)
into statements that C-agents can understand (by publish-
ing them into the personal fulcrum), and, in the other di-
rection, import fields in A-agents when requests for propa-
gation come from C-agents (e.g., when a device localizes an
entity). Finally, each community fulcrum has an M-agent
enforcing inter-entity coordination by causing the propaga-
tion of general community awareness information on aware-
ness graphs (e.g., causing devices to join the community
when they are needed), and by applying access policies and
preventing unauthorized entities to join the community.

Figure 2: Notation used to represent the entities.

To better represent the instances of CASMAS (e.g., with
respect to scenarios), the graphical notation presented in
Fig. 2 was defined. Each entity — composed of the elements
in a) — is drawn as a rounded rectangle, and can be linked
to multiple fulcra and topological spaces. A C-agent is in-
stantiated for each connection to a fulcrum, and an A-agent
is instantiated for each connection to a topological space.

An entity such as a person’s PDA can be connected to
a fulcrum of an entity that represents a person, instead of

being connected to a community fulcrum. The notation used
to depict such situation is showed in c); in this case, a C-
agent is created when an entity connects to another one.

Figure 3: Overall and detailed views of the instan-
tiation of CASMAS for the scenario.

Fig. 3 presents the details of a CASMAS instance sup-
porting a CUE scenario modeled by means of the CASMAS
approach. In particular, on the left there is an overall view of
a set of CUE (domain) entities that are reified and associated
to a CASMAS entity. It must be noted that different tech-
nological appliances are represented as entities (e.g. large
displays, printers), as well as human actors. They are gen-
erally connected both to the workgroup community fulcrum
and with the topological space of the building in which the
CUE is situated. A detailed view of the same instantiation
of CASMAS specific for Alex is presented on the right side
of the figure: Alex’s personal fulcrum, with the associated
M-agent, a C-agent that links her to the Atelier community
and an A-agent that localizes her on the topological space.
Alex’s PDA is modeled by its fulcrum and the C-agent link-
ing the PDA to Alex’s personal fulcrum.

This structure of the environment allows both the distri-
bution of awareness information, on the topological repre-
sentation of CUE’s physical aspect and the sharing of state-
ments guiding the coordination of activities of entities be-
longing to the community based in the CUE. The entities
act as a bridge between the two aspects of the CUE, being
able to perceive and generate awareness information, on one
hand, and to exploit it for supporting the coordination of
their activities on the other. In the following, the basic lin-
guistic structures to define the behaviours and interactions
of the different agents of the CASMAS model will be briefly
presented.



3. CASMAS LANGUAGE
A simple language has been defined for CASMAS agents.

Basic elements are called primitives and allow for simple op-
erations. Primitives can be combined in more complex struc-
tures: mechanisms or actions. The former are employed by
C-agents, the latter by A-agents.

A primitive implements an elementary function useful
for the agents. The primitives used by the C-agents oper-
ate on statements and are: assert, modify, retract (erases
a statement), loadBehavior, translate, and propagate. The
primitives used by the A-agents are: emit, export, transport
(moves the agent to another site), and trigger (changes the
agent’s state). These primitives are contextualized in the
following where mechanisms and actions that apply them
are presented.

3.1 Mechanisms
A mechanism is a set of (at least two) rules that im-

plements a mode of interaction that can be adopted by the
C-agents. In particular, a mechanism is composed by a rule
to execute the operation(s) and a rule to notify when the
mechanism can not be executed — no feedback is otherwise
necessary.

A mechanism has the following (basic) form:

(defrule <execute-rule-name>1

(<fulcrum-name>::allow (what <wish-statement-name>)2

(state TRUE) (to ?entityId))3

(<fulcrum-name>::wishTo (what <wish-statement-name>)4

<slot>+)5

<consistency-statement>+6

=>7

<operation>+)8

9

(defrule <notify-rule-name>10

(<fulcrum-name >::allow (what <wish-statement-name>)11

(state FALSE) (to ?entityId))12

(<fulcrum-name>::wishTo (what <wish-statement-name>)13

<slot>+)14

=>15

(assert (_PERSONAL_::notifyFailure (what <wish-statement-name>)16

[(on <statement-id>)])17

The activation of the execution rule (line 1) and of the
notification rule (10) is guarded by an allow statement (2
and 11) with the state set respectively to TRUE or FALSE,
meaning that the entity can (or is forbidden to) execute the
mechanism.

If the check is referred to the entity that is executing the
mechanism, then the ?entityId (3) should be changed to
?myId; if it is referred to the requester, it should be changed
to ?ownerId (matched on the owner slot of the wishTo state-
ment, that is a basic property of each statement). Moreover,
both rules match a wishTo statement that expresses the re-
quest for activation of the mechanism by an entity. The
execution rule can check other consistency conditions for
the specific mechanism, for example, a device with a small
screen can ensure a proper display only of short messages:

(defrule _COMMUNITY_::showMessage1

(_COMMUNITY_::wishTo (owner ?applicantId)2

(what "showMessage") (message ?message))3

(_COMMUNITY_::allow (what "showMessage")4

(state TRUE) (to ?applicantId))5

6

(test (< ?message ?MAX_LENGTH))7

8

?display<-(display)9

=>10

(modify ?display (currentMessage ?message))11

)12

Mechanisms can be generally classified according to the
purpose for which they are designed, i.e., according to the
kind of interaction between agents they supply (Fig. 4):

Translation mechanisms are used by C-agents to move
information from a source fulcrum to a target one. The
information to be moved and the possible elaboration of such
information (before it is entered in the target fulcrum) are
expressed as statements, and the translation is enacted as
an assertion in the target fulcrum.

Membership mechanisms are used by M-agents of per-
sonal fulcra to induce the acquisition of behaviors by the
C-agents of the entity from the community to which they
belong. In practice, M-agents assert a memberOf statement
in the personal fulcrum; the statement quantifies the de-
gree of participation of the entity to the community. Degree
computation is based on awareness information perceived by
the entity in relation to the specific community. Then, C-
agents can activate the rule of the membership mechanism
to load the behavior according to the degree of participation
through the loadBehavior primitive. Membership mecha-
nisms do not contain a wishTo statement since they only
describe mandatory C-agent reactions to the presence of the
memberOf statement.

Propagation mechanisms are used by M-agents — of any
fulcrum — to respond to the willingness of C-agents to prop-
agate awareness information within an awareness space by
using the propagate primitive. Propagation mechanisms
are in charge of the conversion between a statement and the
field’s format representing information perceived and to be
propagated by the A-agents on the topological space.

Awareness mechanisms are used by M-agents to insert
into their fulcrum the awareness information contained in
the above mentioned fields; insertion is accomplished by
means of the assert primitive. Awareness mechanisms are
in charge of the conversion between the field’s format and
the awareOf statement representing awareness information
in the target fulcrum.

3.2 Actions
The A-agents have a small set of actions that specify

whether and how agents change their state or position, and
propagate information on the topological space. Trigger and
transport are the actions to change state and position, re-
spectively.

Trigger defines how the perception of a field causes a
change of state in the receiving agent, while transport de-
fines how the perception of a field causes a change of posi-
tion in the receiving agent. Emit is the action to propagate
information on the topological space; this action can also
be viewed as the activating part of a sort of asynchronous
communication among agents. In fact, asynchronous inter-
action among agents takes place through a field emission–
propagation–perception mechanism. An agent emits a field
when its state is such that it can be source for it. Field
values propagate throughout the space according to the dif-
fusion function of the field. Field diffusion along the space
allows the other agents to perceive it. Perception function,
characterizing each agent type, defines the second side of an
asynchronous interaction among agents: that is, the possible
reception of broadcast messages conveyed through a field, if
the sensitivity of the agent to the field is such that it can
perceive it.

In CASMAS these actions are implemented as rules, and



Figure 4: Mechanisms provided by CASMAS.

they can fire both on an importedField and on a field per-
ceived from the site where the agent is situated. In the
following, _AW_ is where imported fields are asserted by the
M-agent, _SPACE_ is the topological space where the A-agent
is situated.

The situated fact reifies on which site an agent is situ-
ated. The match between the siteId of field and the one
of situated ensures that the field is perceived from the site
where the agent is situated.

(defrule transport1

(or2

(_AW_::importedField (type ?type) (intensity ?intensity)3

(data ?data) (to ?myId))4

(_SPACE_::field (site ?siteId) (type ?type)5

(intensity ?intensity) (data ?data))6

)7

[<conditions-on-field>]8

(_SPACE_::situated (agent ?myId) (onSite ?siteId))9

(test (neq ?siteId ?NEWSITE_ID))10

(state ?state)11

[<conditions-on-state>]12

=>013

(transport ?NEWSITE_ID)14

)15

The NEWSITE_ID must be the site where the agent has to
move in reaction to the perceived field. If necessary, the des-
tination site can be computed instead of defined explicitly.
The transport is executed only if the destination site differs
from the current site where the agent is situated.

(defrule emit1

(or2

(_AW_::importedField (type ?type) (intensity ?intensity)3

(data ?data) (to ?myId))4

(_SPACE_::field (site ?siteId) (type ?type)5

(intensity ?intensity) (data ?data))6

)7

<conditions-on-field>8

(_SPACE_::situated (agent ?myId) (onSite ?siteId))9

(state ?state)10

[<conditions-on-state>]11

=>12

(emit "FIELD_TYPE" ?intensity [?data]))13

In accordance with the model, the emit is possible only
on the site where the agent is situated, so the site is not a
parameter for emit. Moreover, the data parameter is used
to associate an information to the field and it is optional.

(defrule trigger1

(or2

(_AW_::importedField (type ?type) (intensity ?intensity)3

(data ?data) (to ?myId))4

(_SPACE_::field (site ?siteId) (type ?type)5

(intensity ?intensity) (data ?data))6

)7

<conditions-on-field>8

(_SPACE_::situated (agent ?myId) (onSite ?siteId))9

(state ?state)10

[<conditions-on-state>]11

=>12

(trigger ?NEWSTATE)13

)14

If conditions are satisfied, a change of state is triggered.

4. RELATED WORK
The focus of this paper is on the design of pervasive com-

puting environments, particularly with respect to commu-
nities of persons: such communities are first-class concepts
both in CASMAS and in the realized supporting infrastruc-
ture and, therefore, they are present both at the model and
the implementation level. From this point of view this work
differs from other existing proposals that employ agents and
agent–based infrastructures simply as a middleware for the
design and implementation of pervasive computing systems
(see, e.g., [8, 18]).

Moreover, CASMAS is a model to let software applica-
tions coordinate and share awareness information; it is not
mainly intended to (re)implement software applications, al-
though it is possible. Instead, approaches such as BEACH [22]
or iROS [6] provide support to the development of software
applications from data management up to user interfaces.
Differently from these proposed approaches, CASMAS de-
fines the concepts of community fulcrum, topological space,



and entity, and collaborative ubiquitous-computing environ-
ments are built on them.

CASMAS agents are programmed declaratively (by rules),
and they can be classified as reactive agents [5]. Differently
from the FIPA approach1, that is based on the direct ex-
change of messages, and in general from approaches based
on Agent Communication Languages (ACLs) [7], interac-
tions among CASMAS agents are mediated by a space both
in the coordination module, by exchanging information in
fulcra, and in the awareness module, by propagating infor-
mation on topological spaces.

The coordination module is naturally implemented th-
rough DJess because it allows to directly map the agents and
the fulcra to the inferential systems and to the shared work-
ing memory, respectively. Moreover, it provides some useful
features such as the sharing of rules that are fully exploited
by CASMAS. Among other platforms for pervasive comput-
ing environments, the following experiences seem interesting
for comparison:

The Gaia project is a leading effort in the field of perva-
sive computing systems. Gaia [19] is an operating systems
for pervasive computing environments that are called Ac-
tive Spaces. In an Active Space everything (users, actions,
contexts) is managed by agents with different specifications,
belonging to different classes — like CASMAS agents. A
generic distinction defines Context Providers, Context Syn-
thetizers and Context Consumers. In the last class are es-
sentially all the application agents. As for CASMAS, this
separation requires that each agent embeds some logic capa-
bility but information on context is replicated across several
agents, and not shared to gather agents, also the character-
ization (i.e., the configuration) of similar entities is totally
independent from an agent to another.

Finally, with respect to the awareness module, other
approaches have been analyzed during our research, before
basing the current implementation on DJess:

• a framework for MMASS based applications [2], sup-
plies computational support to the abstractions and
mechanisms defined by the model, and if properly in-
tegrated with a suitable middleware (the MAIS reflec-
tive architecture [17]) supporting network communica-
tion it can provide a reasonable support to the realiza-
tion of the awareness model. However, this framework
lacks the possibility of giving declarative descriptions
of behaviors, a feature that is currently exploited to
facilitate the task of deploying CASMAS modules;

• an artifact–based approach [15], supporting the design
and engineering of MAS environment, through the adop-
tion of TuCSoN tuple centres [16], could be adopted
to represent the internal spatial structure of the topo-
logical layer as well as the various related mechanisms
(e.g. field diffusion), realized in the form of reaction
rules considering the TuCSoN [16] approach to artifact
implementation. This approach, however, is mainly fo-
cused on the realization of infrastructures supporting
agent interaction and coordination, while DJess also
supports the realization of simple reactive agents and
to describe their reactive behaviors in term of rules,

1Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) stan-
dard specifications available at http://www.fipa.org/
repository/standardspecs.html

and to distribute the execution of agents and topologi-
cal spaces in a transparent way for the system designer
and of course for the agents too;

• the TOTA middleware [13] offers a rich and sophisti-
cated support to the design and engineering of Per-
vasive Computing applications exploiting the abstrac-
tions of agents and MAS environment. However, one of
TOTA’s most distinguishing features is the possibility
to diffuse and keep updated context–awareness infor-
mation in a dynamic environment, and in particular it
offers the possibility to maintain the structure of Co-
Fields over a changing network. In this case, however,
the structure of the network is not very important in
determining the context of a given node. Instead the
CUE scenario generally requires the capability to in-
tegrate several topological spaces, related to different
aspects of the CUE.

5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has briefly presented an approach to the mod-

eling and design of pervasive computing systems supporting
the coordinated activities of members of communities. In
particular, the CASMAS model was introduced as a support
for the representation and management of both awareness
and coordination facets of a CUE. The CASMAS concep-
tual model allows for the design of systems focusing more on
collaborative tasks — application objectives — rather than
on technological issues. The model was applied to represent
and manage different types of CUES, in the healthcare con-
text [10] and for the definition of smart environments in a
educational facilities [9, 12]. Future works are aimed on one
hand at a concrete experimentation of the approach and the
supporting infrastructure in the above introduced contexts.

In addition to this form of evaluation of the adequacy of
the modeling approach and the realized supporting infras-
tructure, we also working on instruments supporting a sim-
ple configuration of the CUE, its structure, rules and laws
for the management of awareness and coordination policies.
This aspect is particularly important due to the specific na-
ture of this kind of application: in fact, even if a thorough
analysis of methodological aspects of CUE definition must
still be carried out, we envisage a specific role of CUE de-
signer to manage the phases leading from an analysis of the
specific application scenario (including the involved actors
and devices, as well as the relevant facets of the specific
notion of context), to the definition of a set of spatial and
logical layers of representation, each one endowed with an
internal structure, active entities and patterns of interaction
among them.
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